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The revolutionary cause is not completed in one generation but accomplished through 

generations. 
Leader’s successor is guider of revolution who inherits and completes the cause of 

revolution pioneered by the former. 
Revolutionary cause started and victoriously advanced by leader is inherited and completed 

by his successor. 
First of all, revolutionary idea created by leader is adhered, inherited and developed from 

generation to generation by leader’s successor and it is applied thoroughly in whole society. 
Revolutionary idea of leader is the only guiding idea of revolution and construction and 

lifeline in carrying forward the revolutionary cause. General target and direction of 
revolutionary cause, task and ways of social change for its realization are extensively 
crystallized in revolutionary idea of leader. 

Consummating revolutionary cause is a process to embody leader’s revolutionary idea. In 
other words, it is to reform all fields of social life as required by leader’s revolutionary idea. 

Leader’s successor adheres and inherits revolutionary idea of leader by possessing 
absolute loyalty to leader and conducting outstanding ideological and theoretical activities on 
the basis of leader’s revolutionary idea. 

Leader’s successor guides revolution and construction as intended by leader to apply his 
revolutionary idea thoroughly in whole society. 

Leader’s revolutionary traditions are thoroughly adhered to and inherited and developed 
through generations by his successor. 

Revolutionary traditions comprehensively embody the idea, theory and methods created by 
leader and contain a wealth of precious achievements and experiences gained by him. 

Revolutionary tradition achieved by leader is the historical wealth which gives vitality that 
enables to win victory of revolutionary cause and an eternal foundation which guarantees the 
ultimate completion of it. 

    Revolutionary cause which is carried forward through generations is consummated 
through the process of adhering and inheriting revolutionary traditions achieved by leader. 

Leader’s successor strongly maintains the lifeline of revolutionary cause by eternally 
adhering and inheriting the leader’s revolutionary traditions and keeps the banner of revolution 
upheld to the end in any adversities. 

Leader’s successor reforms people in a revolutionary way by strengthening the education 
in revolutionary tradition and advances revolutionary cause victoriously as required by the 
leader’s idea and intention by fully display the people’s zeal and wisdom in revolution and 
construction. 

Next, political and ideological unity and purity of revolutionary rank achieved by leader are 
safeguarded firmly from generation to generation by leader’s successor. 

Ideological and political unity and purity of a revolutionary rank is a decisive guarantee to 
all victories. 

Only by firmly adhering political and ideological unity and purity of a revolutionary rank from 
generation to generation based on leader’s idea and centered on leader, is it possible to 
consolidate and develop revolutionary rank into a powerful political force and strengthen its 
role to adhere to the leader’s exploits and brilliantly implement his idea and intention. 
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Leader’s successor firmly safeguards the political and ideological unity and purity of party 
and a revolutionary rank founded and organized by the leader through generations to 
strengthen and develop the party into the leader’s party forever and victoriously advance the 
revolutionary cause by rallying popular masses around it. 

Like this, the revolutionary cause started and victoriously advanced by leader is inherited 
and completed by his successor through generations. 

Kim Jong Un, chairman of the State Affairs Commission of the DPRK, who is carrying 
forward the cause of his predecessors, President Kim Il Sung and General Kim Jong Il, has 
come under the political limelight of the world as the most distinguished political leader of the 
modern era. 

Kim Jong Un is a matchless master of ideology and theory, an attractive politician 
possessed of a high level of people-oriented art of leadership, a versatile statesman, a man 
who implements without fail and on the highest level what he has planned to do, a brilliant 
commander possessed of unexcelled courage and mettle and resolute and adroit 
temperament, and the supreme defender of the prestige of his nation–this is part of the 
comment by mass media of the world. 

The history and reality of the DPRK testify to the fact that if the leader of a country is great, 
the country, though small, can become powerful. 


